1. Introduction. Henry Blumberg [2; 3] has introduced the concepts of a point x of Euclidean space being inexhaustibly approached by a set S and the point x being non-null approached by the set S. The first type of approach was generalized by Cargal [4] , and in [14] the author placed this generalized approach property into a topological setting so that a point was approached by a set if and only if the point was a limit point of the set in an appropriate topology. The second type of approach, i.e., non-null approach, uses the concept of metric density. In this paper we consider this second type of approach in a totally finite measure space with a distinguished family of measurable sets in terms of which we define metric density. Using the metric density we define a topology(2) in which a point is non-null approached by a set iff the point is a limit point of the set in the defined topology. Various properties of this topology are considered and certain measure theoretic concepts are translated into topological concepts.
1. Introduction. Henry Blumberg [2; 3] has introduced the concepts of a point x of Euclidean space being inexhaustibly approached by a set S and the point x being non-null approached by the set S. The first type of approach was generalized by Cargal [4] , and in [14] the author placed this generalized approach property into a topological setting so that a point was approached by a set if and only if the point was a limit point of the set in an appropriate topology. The second type of approach, i.e., non-null approach, uses the concept of metric density. In this paper we consider this second type of approach in a totally finite measure space with a distinguished family of measurable sets in terms of which we define metric density. Using the metric density we define a topology(2) in which a point is non-null approached by a set iff the point is a limit point of the set in the defined topology. Various properties of this topology are considered and certain measure theoretic concepts are translated into topological concepts.
We show also that the topological space defined is a measurable space in the sense of Oxtoby [16] if and only if a density theorem holds for the metric density defined.
In the last section we consider the real line with ordinary metric density and restate some theorems of Denjoy and others on derivative functions in terms of this topology and the topology defined in [14] .
2. Preliminaries. Most of the statements in this section are standard measure theoretic results but are included here for completeness. Throughout we assume that(Z, y, m) is a totally finite measure space in which m(X) = 1, and m is complete.
If £ is any subset of X we define the outer measure, m*(E), of E by the equation m*(E) = M{m(F): E^FeS?}.
2.1. Lemma. // F is any set, there exists a measurable set E such that E = F and m(E) = m*(F). Such a set E is called a measurable cover for F.
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(2) This same topology was defined by Goffman, et al. [10; 11] for Euclidean spaces independently but concurrently with the author. See Notices Amer. Math. Soc. 7 (1960) Proof. The necessity is obvious. To obtain the sufficiency suppose F to be a set satisfying the condition. Since G => F, and G is measurable, X -G is measurable and by 2.2 we have m*(X -F) = m(Z -G) + m*(G -F).
Adding this equality to the hypothesized equality gives 3 m*(F) + m*(X -F) = m(G) + m(X -G) = m(X) = 1.
Corollary.
// F is a nonmeasurable set and E is a measurable cover for F then m*(E -F) > 0.
3. Metric density. We now assume that Jf is a collection of sequences {K"} of sets from SP such that for each xeX there exists at least one sequence {K"} e Jf such that (i) x e K" for each n,
(ii) m(Kn) -»0 as n -» oo. Any sequence of sets satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) we will say converges to x. Let ,>f(x) denote that collection of sequences in X~ which converge to x.
Let E be any subset of X and .x any point in X. The upper outer density of E at x, denoted by D~*(£,x) and the lower outer density of E at x, denoted by /)_*(£, x) are defined by the equations D~*(E,x) = sup{limsup,,m*(Er\Kn)/m(K"):{K"}eJr(x)} = limsupm*(£nK)/m(/0 and £>_*(£, x) = inf{lim inf"m*(£ n Kn)/m(K"): {K"} e Jf(x)} = lim Mm*(Er\K)/m(K). K-x In these equations, if m(K") = 0, we define m*(E o K")/ m(K") to be zero.
Examples.
A. If X is Euclidean n-space and m is Lebesgue measure then by defining Jf(x) to be the family of all regular sequences of closed sets converging to x (i.e., which contain x and whose diameters shrink to zero) we obtain the regular densities. In case we define X{x) to be the family of all regular sequences of intervals converging to x or the family of all sequences of intervals converging to x, we get respectively the ordinary and strong densities. If we take 3f(x) to be the family of all sequences of intervals which converge to x and whose mid-points are x, we get symmetric densities. In each case we take Jf to be the family consisting of all sequences contained in some Jf(x).
B. Let X be a metric space and let 2 be an indefinitely fine system on X as defined by Hahn and Rosenthal [12, p. 247] . Then, using the notation of Hahn and Rosenthal, let Jf(x) be the family of all sequences of sets from 3>x which converge to x. If m is a Bore! measure on X with no atoms we have densities with respect to indefinitely fine systems. It is clear that D~*(E,x) 2 /)_*(£,x). In case equality holds we say the outer density of £ exists at x and denote it by £>*(£, x). In case £ is measurable, we leave off the word outer and speak of the upper and lower density of £ at x and denote these by D~(E,x) and D_(£,x). If D~(£,x) = £)_(£, x) we say that the density of E exists at x and denote the common value of D~ and D_ by D(E,x). As is commonly done, we call a point at which a set £ has (outer) density one a (outer) density point of E and a point at which £ has (outer) density zero a (outer) dispersion point for £.
3.2. Lemma. For each xeX, the set function D~*( ■ ,x) defined on all subsets of X to the unit interval is monotone nondecreasing and finitely subadditive. and therefore
3.5. Theorem. A necessary and sufficient condition thai a measurable set E have density at x is that D-(E,x) + D~(X -E,x) = 1.
Proof. The necessity follows immediately from Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4. To obtain the sufficiency note that, since £ is measurable,
for any {K"} e JT(x). Therefore
and we have D~(E,x) ?S D_(E,x).
3.6. Lemma. // A is any set and E is a measurable cover for A, then for any x e X,D"*(A,x) = D~(E,x).
Proof. We show that if K is any measurable set then £ nK is a measurable cover for K (~\A. This follows since
4. The density topology. Let <?/ be the family of subsets of X defined by W = {U: D~*(X -U,x) = 0 for all x in U}.
Theorem.
The family of sets forms a topology for X.
Proof. It is clear that 0 and X are members of °U. Suppose U\ and U2 are members of Then if Ux O U2 ¥= 0, for any xeU,U U2, we have
and hence Ux n(/2e <%. Next let {Ux} be any family of sets from and denote their union by U. If x is some member of U, then there is some a such that x is in Ua and since X -Ua => X -U we have D~*(X -U,x) ^ D~*(X -Ua,x) = 0.
The topology tl will be called the density topology for X.
It is not clear yet whether the open sets in the density topology are measurable or not, and indeed they may not be. However, if we further restrict our family Jf we get a condition for measurability which insures the measurability of the sets in 91, i.e., the open sets.
We will say a "weak density theorem holds for " if for every measurable set £ almost every point of £ is a density point for £, and a "density theorem holds for Jf" if for every set A almost every point of A is an outer density point for A. The existence of a density theorem for a family is closely related to the existence of a Vitali theorem for the family of sets which make up the sequences in Jf. The study of various properties of this family which lead to a Vitali theorem and density theorem may be found in Hahn and Rosenthal [12] , Denjoy [9], Trjitzinsky [19] , and Comfort and Gordon [6] .
A weak density theorem holds if and only if a density theorem holds.
Proof. It is clear that a weak density theorem holds if a density theorem holds. To prove the converse suppose A is any subset of X and let M be a measurable cover for A. Almost all points of M are density points of M and hence by Lemma 3.6, outer density points of A. But M A,so almost all points of A are outer density points of A.
4.3. Theorem. // a density theorem holds a necessary and sufficient condition that a set E be measurable is that almost all points in the complement of E are outer dispersion points for E.
Proof. Suppose that A is nonmeasurable. We will show that the set of outer density points of A which are not in A has positive outer measure. Let £ be a measurable cover for A. By the density theorem hypothesis almost all points of £ are density points of £, hence almost all points of E -A are density points of E. But since £ is a measurable cover for A, every density point of £ is an outer density point of A, hence almost all points of £ -A are outer density points of A. Since A is nonmeasurable m*(£ -A)> 0. The necessity follows immediately from Theorem 3.5.
Corollary.
// a density theorem holds, the open sets are measurable.
Proof. If U e fy, every point of X -(X -U) is an outer dispersion point of X -U by definition. Hence X -U and U are measurable. It is not true, even under the assumption of a density theorem, that every point of a set being an outer density point for the set implies that the set is open. Indeed, Blumberg [1] has proven a theorem for Euclidean spaces which is also true in our context provided a density theorem holds for Jf.
Theorem (Blumberg).
// a density theorem holds for Jf and if £ is any nonmeasurable set then there exist two disjoint sets M and P such that E = M UP, M is measurable, P is nonmeasurable and for every xeP, D*(P,x) = D*(X -P,x) = 1.
Proof. By the method of exhaustion determine a set M such that M is a measurable subset of £ for which m(M) = sup {m(H) : E^He Sf}. Define N = E -M.
If C is a measurable cover of N, then C is also a measurable cover of C -N, since otherwise the interior measure of N would be positive, and N would contain measurable sets of positive measure. By the density theorem, almost all points of N are outer density points of N. Let P be the set which consists of those points of N which are outer density points of N. Then m*(N) = m*(P) and m*(X -TV) = m*(X -P). If xeP, then D*(P,x) = 1 and if C is a measurable cover for P, D(C,x) = 1. But C is also a measurable cover for X -P and hence D*(X -P,x) = D(C,x)= 1.
It is an easy consequence of this theorem that every point of a set being an outer density point for the set does not imply that the set is open.
Throughout the remainder of the paper we shall assume that a density theorem holds for the family Jf. 4 .8. Lemma. // E is measurable then the interior of E is the set of density points of E which are contained in E. and hence D(E,x) = 1. Thus xeH. 4 .9. Theorem. /I necessary and sufficient condition that a point x be a limit point for the set E is that D"*(E,x) > 0.
Proof. Suppose £)*(£,x) = 0. If H is a measurable cover for £, D(H,x) = 0 and if x is not a limit point for H, then x is not a limit point for £, since H => E. We show that xis not a limit point of H. Since His measurable, D(X -H,x)= 1.
Thus the set N = (X -H)° U fx} = {z: D(X -H, z) = 1, z 6 X -H) U {x} is a neighborhood of x such that TV n £ -{x} =0.
Next suppose x is not a limit point of E. Then there exists a neighborhood t/ of x such that U HE-{x} = 0, so that £ c X -(C7 -{x}) = (X -U) u{x}.
Since f7 is open, and x 6 U, D(X -U, x) = 0 and D~*(£,x) g D(X -rj,x) = 0.
Corollary.
A necessary and sufficient condition that a set E have measure zero is that it be closed and discrete in the density topology.
Proof. In case m(E) = 0, then D(£,x) = 0 for every x and by Theorem 4.9, £ has no limit points, hence is closed and discrete. In case £ is closed and discrete it has no limit points and by Theorem 4.9, D*(£,x) = 0 for all x e X. But, by the density theorem D*(E,x) = 1 for almost all xe£, hence m(E) = 0.
Theorem.
A necessary and sufficient condition that a set be nowhere dense in the density topology is that it have measure zero.
Proof. In case m(E) = 0, £ is closed and discrete and therefore nowhere dense. Since every nowhere dense set is a subset of a closed nowhere dense set, all we need consider for the necessity is a closed nowhere dense set £. Since £ is closed, it is measurable and by Lemma 4.8, £° = {x: x e E,D(E,x) = 1}. Since £° =0, £ contains no density points and m(E) = 0 by the density theorem.
Corollary.
A necessary and sufficient condition that a set be first category is that it have measure zero.
Proof. Follows immediately from 4.11, since m is a-additive. Thus by Corollary 4.12, U is not first category.
5. Category measure. J. C. Oxtoby [16] has defined measures for topological spaces which he calls category measures. A measure p. on a topological space is a category measure if the /< -null sets are the first category sets and the family of -measurable sets is the family of sets satisfying the property of Baire, i.e., £ is /(-measurable if £ may be written as the symmetric difference of an open set and a first category set.
Theorem.
The measure m is a category measure for (X,°ll).
Proof. The first condition on the sets of measure zero is just the statement of Corollary 4.12. Let £ be a measurable set. Since £ is measurable, £ = £°UP, where P is the set of points in £ which are not density points of £, and m{P) = 0. Thus £ = £°UP = £°aP and £ satisfies the condition of Baire. If £ satisfies the Baire condition £ = U A P where U e ^ and Pis first category, by Corollaries 4.4 and 4.12, £ is measurable.
In his paper Oxtoby showed that if a topological space is a measurable space, i.e., has a category measure defined for it, and is a Baire space then the algebra of regular open sets (sets which are interiors of closed sets) is isomorphic to the measure algebra. Since our space (X, <%) is a Baire space with a category measure, the algebra of regular open sets is isomorphic to the measure algebra.
A necessary and sufficient condition that a set G be a regular open set in the density topology is that x is a density point of G if and only if x is a member of G. In the proof of Theorem 5.1, we used very strongly the fact that a density theorem was satisfied by the family Jf. As a matter of fact we show next that a density theorem is necessary for m to be a category measure.
If {X,Sf,m) is a measure space with m(X)= 1 and is a family of sequences of measurable sets satisfying the conditions in §3, then m is a category measure for the density topology on X only if a density theorem holds for jc. 6. Measurable and continuous functions. In this section we investigate the relationship between the functions which are continuous in the density topology and measurable functions. All the functions considered in this section are assumed to beeither real valued or extended real valued. The usual result is Lusin's theorem; for the density topology we have the following result. Proof. That A and B are equivalent was proven by Schaerf [18] for any topological space. It follows from Theorem 5.1 that the measure m is a category measure for {X, JTl) and Oxtoby [16] has shown the equivalence of B and C for category measures. The author does not know whether or not any of the conditions in Theorem 6.1 are satisfied for the general situation we are considering. However, there is a relationship between the measurable functions and continuous functions in our general situation. This result is based on the followingtheorem duetoLevine [13] .
A necessary and sufficient condition that a function f be continuous a. Iffis a junction on X to the reals thefollowing are equivalent. A. / is measurable. B. / is at most pcintwise discontinuous. C. / is piecewise continuous, i.e., continuous except for a closed discrete set. D. / is continuous except for a nowhere dense set.
7. On the first derivative. In this section we shall restrict ourselves to the reals with Lebesgue measure and usual metric density. We shall use a special case of the topology defined in [14] as well as the density topology in order to restate seme theorems concerning the first derivative in topological terms.
First we review a special case of the topology defined in [14] . A point x is called a #"-limit point of a set £ if every open interval about x intersects £ in a set of positive outer measure, i.e., if the set £ is metrically dense at x. A set will be called -closed if it contains all its W-limit points. The W-open sets are complements of W-closed sets. It turns out that a necessary and sufficient condition that a set be "W-open is that it may be written in the form G -Z where G is a usual open set and m(Z) = 0. It is clear that if °U is the density topology, then ^ is a finer topology than and if !T is the usual topology W is finer than 3~. It was shown in [14] however that a necessary and sufficient condition that a function to a regular space be iV-continuous is that it is ,T-continuous. The sets of measure zero are characterized as "W-closed discrete subsets of the reals.
It is quite easy to show that if / is a function on a space X with no isolated points to a space Y then a necessary and sufficient condition that/ be continuous isthatfor every open set WczY, f~l(W) <= der/_1(U0 -der/_1(T-W), where der denotes the derived set. We shall call a function thick if/" 1(W) c derf~1(W) for every open set W. Thus in a space with no isolated points a continuous function is thick, but the converse is clearly not true. 7.1. Lemma. A necessary and sufficient condition that a function f on a space X to a space Y be thick is that for every point x in X, and every neighborhood N of f(x), x is a limit point of f~1(N).
We will say a function / is thick at a point x if for every open set N containing /(x), x is a limit point off~1(N).
Theorem (3)
. Let X be a Tx space with no isolated points and Y a second P) This theorem is the special case of Lemma II of Cargal's paper [4] where one takes the set property A to be that S contains at least two points. 13 countable space. Every function on X to Y is thick at each point of the comp ement of a first category set.
Proof. Let {W"} be a countable basis for Y,f be a function on X to Y, and let H be the set of points at which/is not thick. For each positive integer k let Nk = f~\Wk) -der f'\Wk). Since X is Tu Nk is a discrete subset of X and since in a Ft space with no isolated points every discrete set is nowhere dense, Nk is nowhere dense. If x is any point in H, there is a k such that xeJV* and hence H <=(Jf=1jVt. Since any subset of a first category set is first category, H is a first category set.
A function / will be called a derivative function if it is defined on an interval X (possibly infinite) and there exists a function F differentiable on X and such that F'(x)=/(x) for all x in X.
7.3. Theorem. /// is a derivative function then f is "if -thick.
Proof. Let x0 e X, e > 0, be given, and I be any subinterval of X containing x0. From a theorem of Denjoy [8] (see also Clarkscn [5] ) the set £ = {x:|/(x)-/(x0)| <e,x€/} has positive measure. Since / is arbitrary, x0 is a W-limit point of {x: |/(x) -/(x0) I < e} and / is #"-thick at x0.
Since 3" c if it follows immediately that if / is a derivative function then / is iT-thick. It is not true, however, that if/is a derivative function then it is ^-thick. In the following example we construct a function/ which is a bounded derivative function but has the property that there exists an £ > 0 and an x0 in the domain of / such that the set £(x0,£) = {x:|/(x)-/(x0)|<£} has density zero at x0 and hence x0 is not a <^-limit point of E.
1A. Example. Let {!"} be a strictly monotone increasing sequence of real numbers converging to one. Let
for n = l,2, --, and extend the domain of / to + by.defining and since A" -+ 1 and Aw/ iV -»0 it follows that the lower metric density of A at zero is one which implies that the metric density of £(0,1) is zero at zero. A function / is approximately continuous at x0 if for each £ > 0, the set {x: |/(x) -/(x0) I ^ e} has outer density zero at x0 (see Saks [17] and Munroe [15] ). Thus/ is approximately continuous at x0 if and only if for every neighborhood N of /(x0),x0^der(X -f~l(N)) where der is the "^-derived set. Thus a necessary and sufficient condition that a function be approximately continuous at x0 is that it is -continuous at x0. From Theorem 6.2 it follows that approximately continuous functions are measurable and measurable functions are approximately continuous almost everywhere. Denjoy [7] has shown that a bounded approximately continuous function is a derivative function. Therefore we have the following theorem.
7.5 Theorem. Every bounded ^-continuous function is a derivative function.
The converse of this theorem cannot be true since we have shown that a derivative function need not be even ^-thick. One might conjecture that if a function were bounded, ^-thick, possessed the Darboux property and was of Baire class I it would be a derivative function. This is not the case as shown by the following example. converge to a -b as n,m -* oo we have that the metric density of A at zero is i-(l/7t) sin_1(l -e). Goffman, Neugebauer and Nishiura [10] have shown that the space (X,°ll) where X is the real line, is completely regular. Thus from Theorem 6.1, Lebesgue measure is a regular Borel measure in the density topology. This would follow however from the D part of 6.1 without the complete regularity. The space however is quite pathological as shown by the following theorem. 7.7. Theorem.
The space {X,<9t) is Hausdorff, has no nontrivial compact subsets, and is not first countable at any point.
Proof. Since f/ is finer than W and these are properties possessed by "W (see [14] ).
